the epistatic network responsible for the transition from the pre-pandemic virus 48 to the pandemic strain. We predict a primary mutation and 15-22 secondary 49 compensatory mutations of variable strength, as many as typically observed for 50 drug resistance and immune escape mutations in HIV. These results present a 51 simple and reliable method to measure epistatic interaction from sequence data. It was realized long ago that properties of an evolving populations are strongly 72 affected by the fact that alleles at different genetic sites, loci, are co-inherited unless 73 separated by recombination. These linkage effects include clonal interference 74 (FISHER 1930; MULLER 1932) , genetic background and genetic hitchhiking effect (RICE 75 2004) , enhanced accumulation of deleterious mutations (Muller ratchet) 76 (FELSENSTEIN 1974) , and the increase of random genetic drift on one locus due to 77 selection at another locus (HILL AND ROBERTSON 1966a). Linkage slows down 78 substantially adaptation of population, and creates random associations between 79 pairs of mutations that occurred on the same branch of the ancestral tree. 80
These effects has been taken into account by early mathematical models 81 considering two loci (KIMURA 1994) and, more recently, by the traveling wave 82 approach, which can describe an arbitrarily large number of connected sites 83 (ROUZINE et al. 2003 ; DESAI AND FISHER 2007; HALLATSCHEK 2011; GOOD et al. 2012) . 84
These models usually consider fitness classes of sequences subjected to selection, 85 mutation, random genetic drift. They show that population represent a narrow 86 fitness distribution traveling in the fitness space in a direction depending on initial 87 conditions and parameters. It consists from the deterministic bulk subject to 88 selection alone, and the stochastic leading edge. At the edge, generation and 89 establishment of new beneficial mutations, limits the speed of adaptation. 90
Alternatively, the distribution may move backwards accumulating deleterious 91 alleles (Muller ratchet). These models were able to predict accurately several 92 integral parameters of evolution in terms of model parameters, including population 93 size, mutation rate, and the distribution of selection coefficients over loci. Recently, we proposed another, evolution-based approach to the problem. 142
The challenge we faced was to predict analytically the co-evolution of a specific pair 143 of loci linked to a multi-site genome and then use this information to estimate 144 epistatic interaction (PEDRUZZI et al. 2018) . Using a simulated population, we verified 145 that, in a broad parameter range, the distribution of alleles across genomes and 146 sites, within each fitness class, is controlled by the condition of maximum entropy 147 at given fitness. We demonstrated the existence of a broad parameter and time 148 range where each fitness class of an adapting population has sufficient time to 149 assume the most likely and disordered state, given by the current average fitness, 150 which changes slowly in time. This situation is referred to as "quasi-equilibrium" 151 (not to be confused with "linkage quasi-equilibrium" or "mutation-selection 152 balance") . In quasi-equilibrium, the entropy S is at its current maximum and is a 153 Consider a pair of loci (sites). Assume that each site can have two variants, 162 either a better-fit allele or a less-fit allele, denoted 0 or 1, and ! , ! are the 163 respective fitness effects of mutation at the sites. We can have 4 possible haplotypes, 164 00, 01, 10, 11. Let us also assume that difference in fitness between two alleles is the 165 two sites interact epistatically, so that two deleterious alleles emerging together, 166 denoted 11, partly compensate each other to the degree E, where 0 < < 1. The 167 log fitness values of the four haplotypes are 168
171 respectively ( Fig. 1) . If E is allowed to change below 0 or above 1, we can obtain any 172 type and sign of epistasis: positive, negative, overcompensation. 173
The frequency of haplotype in population fij is proportional to the number of 174 possible sequence configurations of the rest of the genome (grey box in Fig. 1a ), 175 exp(Srest). Entropy Srest, as we explained above, is restricted by the fitness of the rest 176 of genome equal to W−Wij. Hence, the entropy of each haplotype subset is Srest = S(W 177 − Wij). Since the genome is long, we can safely assume that Wpair is much smaller 178 than W, so that the corresponding change in entropy is small and proportional to 179 !" . Hence, we can approximate 180
(1) 182 183 where = / . The frequency of each haplotype is proportional to the 184 corresponding configuration number, exp − !" . Combining Eqs. 1 and 2, we 185 can express the haplotype frequencies as 186 shown previously by simulation, all sequences in a population closely resemble the 213 common ancestor, which diverges from the origin in a random direction (PEDRUZZI 214 AND ROUZINE 2019). As a result, any measure of co-variance, or even the use of the 215 entire tree, produces only strong noise of random sign. Co-variation due to random 216 linkage completely masks the epistasis signature in a population. The only way to 217 resolve this issue is by averaging over many independent populations. But how 218 many populations do we need to have a small fraction of false positives? 219
As we show in the present work, the number of required populations is 220 unrealistically large even for a short genome of 50 loci, not to mention more realistic 221 genomes. The averaging over populations helps only to enrich the observed 222 network in true bonds, but does not solve the problem: false-positive interactions 223 dominate. We also not that the existing technique developed for measuring epistasis 224 Simulation generates genome sequences 255 demonstrating LD originating from epistatic interactions, indirect interactions, and 256 stochastic linkage effects. We assume only two alleles per amino acid position (site): 257 better-fit (denoted 0) or less-fit (denoted 1). The binary simplification provides a 258 major reduction in the computational cost and is especially accurate for relatively 259 conserved sequences (ROUZINE AND COFFIN 2005). We set some pairs of sites to 260 interact epistatically, with a mutual degree of compensation between deleterious 261 alleles set at E = 0.75. We consider the same example of double arches ( Fig. 1 or 2B) . Methods, Analytic Derivation), and then test its validity by comparison of the 288 predicted network with the network set in simulation, as follows. 289
We re-calculate UFE for every potential link i,j by considering only the 290 sequences that contain 0 at one of the neighbor nodes of the link (3-locus 291 haplotypes 110, 100, 010, and 000), and denote it UFEij0. A 0-node cuts a possible 292 indirect correlation for the link even it is very strong (Methods). Considering 293 different 0 nodes, we find the minimum value of UFEij0 over all possible detours. The 294 scatter plot in Fig. 2E demonstrates that, for the false pairs, min(UFEij0) is several-295 fold smaller than UFEij. The reason for this effect is that a 0-node removes a detour 296 path around the link that causes indirect correlations. Therefore, we identify and 297 remove false links as those with low UFEij0/UFE. The exact cutoff is not crucial, as 298 long as we average fij over, at least, 20 populations, so that the two groups, false and 299 true interactions, remain distinct. As a result, we obtain 100% perfect detection. We 300 even obtain correct estimates for the compensation strength, within 15% accuracy 301 UFE = E (Fig. 2F, green links) . 302
We can conclude that, as predicted previously [2008, 2009] , the quasi-303 equilibrium approximation works in this parameter range, which corresponds to 304 the traveling wave regime, and that the triple-haplotype method has a high fidelity 305
with simulated sequences with a known epistatic network. 306 307 Application to influenza A virus data. After training the method on simulated 308 sequences, we calculate interaction network for virus sequences from an evolving 309 population. Influenza evolution in human population was shown to be described by 310 the traveling wave framework [rr, neher], which justifies the use of quasi-311 equilibrium approximation during the process of adaptation (not to be confused 312 with mutation-selection equilibrium) [PBR] . Therefore, we have the right to apply 313 the technique to influenza virus sequences. 314
We focus on the two surface proteins of Influenza A virus strain H1N1, 315 Neuraminidase (NA) and Hemagglutinin (HA), both important targets of immune 316 response and drugs. Our aim is to identify subnetwork responsible for the transition 317 of the pre-2009 strain of H1N1 to the post-2009 of the same strain. For this aim, we 318 need to compare sequences of the first strain sampled worldwide to sequences of 319 the second strain sample worldwide. 320
We have downloaded 8440 and 9811 sequences for NA and HA, respectively, 321 from a public database (https://www.fludb.org). They were collected worldwide, 322 from different geographic locations, between years 2005 and 2010, and included 323 both pre-pandemic and post-pandemic strain. After aligning and binarizing 324 sequences by setting consensus residues to 0 and non-consensus to 1, we observed 325 a bimodal distribution of sequences in allele frequency, with two separate maxima. 326
The bimodal distribution is related to the emergence of a new strain with 80% 327 homology with the old strain in 2009. 328
In order to compensate for unequal sampling from the early strain and the 329 late strain, the sequences with mutation frequency per genome less than a preset 330 value dv were randomly sampled and down-weighted by a coefficient Dw ranging 331 from 5% to 50%. To obtain the average pairwise haplotype frequencies fij , we 332 repeated the sampling multiple times. Then, we followed the procedure described 333 above to predict the intra-protein network of interactions. 334 335 Sensitivity to sampling. The resulting networks are fairly robust to the variation of 336 (dv, Dw) ( Fig. 3A-F ). There exists a plateau region of (dv, Dw) where the total number 337 of links varies weakly (Fig. 3E ). The dependence of results on (dv, Dw), which predict 338 between 15 and 22 compensatory sites, probably originates from the unequal 339 presentation of local subpopulations in the database. As a result, stochastic linkage 340 effects average out less than optimally. Below, we choose network variants shown in 341 Fig 3D and 3J as representative for NA and HA, respectively. We observe that site 342 248 in NA serves the primary site for multiple compensatory links (Fig. 3D) . In the present work, we propose an efficient evolution-based method to identify the 359 co-variance caused by epistasis from the co-variance caused by stochastic linkage 360 effects and indirect interaction. The idea (Methods) is to pre-average the observed 361 haplotype frequencies over independent (or quasi-independent) populations, select 362 the links with high co-variance, and then apply a tri-way haplotype test for each 363 candidate bond to eliminate the effects of linked sites due to common inheritance. 364
The test is designed analytically ,based on the quasi-equilibrium state within 365 the traveling fitness wave (not to be confused with quasi-linkage equilibrium or Indeed, we can consider one pair of loci at a time and not worry about simultaneous 393 optimization of L 2 /2 parameters of the full interaction matrix. Also, it helps to avoid 394 the situation when the number of fitting parameter is too large, and the system is 395 over-defined. 396
To summarize, we proposed a technique to predict evolution of pairs of sites 397 and tease it out from stochastic linkage effects. We hope that our quasi-equilibrium 398 approach and further development of this technique will prove useful for all 399 researchers interested in finding fitness landscapes of various organisms from 400 genetic samples. UFE has the unique advantage of directly measuring the degree of mutual 449 compensation of two alleles E (Eq. 2), provided they are epistatically isolated. If they 450 are a part of a network, this measure overestimates E. We calculate UFE for every 451 potential epistatic link in our simulated sequence set (Results). 452
453
Tri-site test of false bonds. To test whether the interaction is direct, and not due to 454 linkage or an indirect detour, we calculate for each suspected pair i, j the value 455 456 
New notation f0 represents the frequency of uncompensated mutations with total 474 fitness W. The number of bonds bi depends on the topology, and b1 = 0, b2 = 1. In our 475 example with double arches, b3 = 2 (Fig. 1) . 476
As it has been shown previously in the literature on traveling wave (see 477
Introduction), the population of genomes represents a slowly moving, narrow 478 fitness peak. Because it in the state of quasi-equilibrium determined by its current 479 average fitness, at each moment of time, numbers ki are determined by the condition 480 that the entropy of the system is maximum given the value of fitness, Eq. 7. Entropy 481 S is defined as the log number of sequence configurations 482
where Li is the number of all possible locations for a cluster of size i, and ni is the 486 number of each cluster's configurations (shapes). The values of Li and ni depend on 487 the network topology. 488
Previously, we applied this argument for several topologies to predict cluster 489 numbers (PEDRUZZI et al. 2018) . We showed, for the one in Fig. 1 , that the numbers of 490 clusters of size i = 1, 2 and 3 in, normalized as ! = ! / , are related as 491
The 1st and 3d site in each triplet in Fig. 1 do not interact directly, but only 495 indirectly through site 2. For these two sites, the haplotype frequencies are 496
When epistatic interaction is sufficiently strong, as given by the condition E > 1/2, 500 triplets dominate over single alleles and their doubles, as given by ! ≪ ! ≪ ! 501 (Eq. 9). In this case, we can approximate haplotype frequencies as 502 However, if we calculate UFE !"! instead of UFE !" by including only the 511 sequences with majority allele "0" found at position 2, we obtain 512 513 !"! ≈ ! ! , !"" ≈ ! (10 ) 514 515 instead of Eq. 9, and Eq. 6 yields UFE !"! = 0. Thus, phantom covariance disappears, 516 when we select only sequences with a majority allele between the sites of interest. 517
This result is intuitively clear: by the definition of fitness (Eq. 1), only minority 518 alleles "1" interact with each other, while majority alleles are neutral background. 519
The same method turns out to be extremely effective for eliminating false bonds 520 created by linkage (see Results, Fig. 3) . 521 522 Sequence preparation. We have applied the three-way test to influenza virus. for the explanation). We performed a multiple progressive alignment for amino acid 527 sequences obtained for two proteins of Influenza A virus strain H1N1, 528 Neuraminidase (NA) and Hemagglutinin (HA) from public database 529 https://www.fludb.org. 530
We have used all the sequences discovered in the database for the period 531 2000-2010, which all come from various geographic locations. Our aim was to 532 understand the transition between the protein variants before and after pandemic 533 of 2009, which have 80% of mutual homology. We aimed at discovering only the 534 epistatic sub-network related to that transition, and are not interested in any other 535 epistatic interactions in these proteins. For this end, we compared worldwide 536 samples of sequences from the two strains. We randomly sampled similar amounts 537 of sequences from the first and second strains, and re-sampled them several 538 hundred times (Results). We also checked the robustness of the results to exact 539 sampling size (see Results). 540
Pairwise distances between sequences were computed using pairwise 541 alignment with the Gonnet scoring matrix implemented in MATLAB. To calculate the 542 guide tree we used the neighbor-joining method assuming equal variance and 543 independence of evolutionary distance estimates. The obtained consensus served as 544 a universal reference to binarize data sequences. Before applying the detection 545 algorithm, the protein sequences were binarized, by direct comparison of each 546 sequence to the consensus. Each amino-acid residue was set to 0 or 1 for consensus 547 or non-consensus. Pooling all mutations per site ignores the chemistry of 548 substitutions. In exchange, this approach greatly reduces the number of haplotype 549 combinations and increases the sensitivity by effectively increasing the haplotype 550 frequencies. Next, we measure the mutational frequency for each sequence, for each 551 site. The subset of low-diversity sequences with allelic frequency below a cut-off dv 552 is randomly sampled and down-weighted according to the coefficient Dw. Then, we 553 determined the average pairwise and triple haplotype frequencies for pairs and 554 triplets of sites, to be used in the method described above. 
